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Lesson-13

November 02, 2015 Monday

Semester-3

Agenda:
-R&T back-n-forth;
-Discussing translation process – IT at 
our service;



Home assignment
was…

… to drill the transcript of video 
clip about Daylight Saving Time in 
such a way that it becomes your 
loved one.

drill

loved one



because she is acting this way 
with a book in her hands, it's a 
Kodak moment.

Video: Kodak Commercial
The Kodak Moment 1993.mp4



http://arvindguptatoys.com/arvindgupta/ol
dmansea.pdf 

Common English Grammar Errors 
with Plurals.mp4

https://www.englishclub.com/vocabulary/animal-terms.htm 



Back to
home 

assignment



Daylight Saving Time explained in 90 seconds

•Every year at 1am on the last Sunday in March, the clocks go forward.

•The reverse happens at 2am on the last Sunday in October, when the clocks go back an 
hour.

•This is known as Daylight Saving Time, but is also referred to as British Summer Time.

•Parliament passed the Daylight Saving Bill on 17 May 1916, during WWI.

•The whole point is to maximize exposure to daylight at different points in the year.

•It particularly allows for longer, lighter evenings in the summer.

•And in winter, it gives you an extra hour in bed at night when the clocks change back.

•The common argument is that it improves economic output, saves energy and reduces 
road traffic accidents an crime.

•Critics argue that daylight saving is bad for our health, reduces productivity and 
increases energy consumption.

•In a recent survey, 40% of Brits would like to scrap daylight saving, while 33% are in 
favour of keeping it.



Tutor’s notes
• Would you want to make translation after 

transcript is completed – either to try 
your professionalism or to kill time?

• Anyway, it’s done!

• And it seems to be a good idea to share 
with students the experience of how to 
clear obstacles and to solve problems.



http://www.italki.com/question/4956 



http://www.lingu
ee.ru/%D0%B0
%D0%BD%D0
%B3%D0%BB
%D0%B8%D0
%B9%D1%81%
D0%BA%D0%B
8%D0%B9-%D
1%80%D1%83
%D1%81%D1%
81%D0%BA%D
0%B8%D0%B9/
%D0%BF%D0
%B5%D1%80%
D0%B5%D0%B
2%D0%BE%D0
%B4/whole+poi
nt.html 



http://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/in-favour-of 



Try to make translation
back-n-forth



Home Assignment
Don’t forget to answer in written form the 
question

What new

have we learnt

from DST transcript?



Thanks!


